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Continuity and 

change in and 

between periods 

 

 

 

Cause and 

consequence 

 

 

 

 

Similarity / 

Difference within a 

period/situation 

(diversity) 

 

 

Significance 

of events / 

people 

 

Perspectives 

and 

interpretations 

 

New Knowledge (what we are going to learn) 

- Transport was different when their parents and grandparents were 

little  

- Transport: cars, buses, trains have changed over time 

- Car was invented over 100 years ago and looked very different, 

becoming more efficient, sleek and fast.  

- The Wright brothers were famous for inventing the Aeroplane.  

- Retell the story leading up to Kitty Hawk flight in chronological order. 

- Work out which evidence is likely to have survived. 

- Understand how flight changed as a result of the Wright brothers’ 

work 

- Sequence images of 100 years of flight 

- Understand what Amy Johnson is famous for.  

- Re-tell the story of Amy’s life 

 

Whole-school definition of History 

History is the study of the past, in particular the 

changes over time that have occurred within human 

society.   

Significant people involved in the revolution in 

travel 

George Stephenson (1829) – Rocket locomotive 

 

 

The Wright Brothers – Aeroplane 

 

 

Karl Benz – first petrol engine car 

 

 

 

 

Changes in living memory – 

Transport  

New vocabulary 

transport  -  is moving people or things from one 

place to another place 

trav e l - to journey from place to place or to a 

distant place 

car - A car is a vehicle that has wheels, carries a 

small number of passengers, and is moved by an engine 

or a motor.  

aerop lane - any type of power-driven aircraft that 

has fixed wings and is heavier than ai r. An airplane 

moves through the air with the help of its engine and 

wings. 

past -  time that has gone 

pre sen t – the time right now 

future - time that is yet to come 

modern - of a style or way of thinking that is new 

and different modern ideas. 

inven t ion -  a new thing that someone has made. 

sequence - a pattern or process in which one thing 

follows another 

ev idence -  a sign which shows that something exists 

or is true 

change -  to make or become different 

S ign if icance - great value; importance. 
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